
THE CITY OF ST CLOUD’S CHALLENGE
The City of St. Cloud is a small family-oriented town lo-

cated just outside of Orlando, Florida.  The City of St.

Cloud was constructing a new nine million gallon per day

water treatment plant to service its growing population

and water quality objective.  To address its permitting

requirements and public safety objectives, the new plant

was to be constructed with an integrated access control,

alarm monitoring and video security platform that allows

remote monitoring of the facility at all times.

While the video security project was originally designed

as an analog video project, with the assistance of Anixter,

the system was value engineered as an IP security system

by the security integrator, SiteSecure.  In addition to cost

savings, SiteSecure’s IP design also supports integration

with the city-wide fiber topology.  Fiber optic cabling is a

solid base for an upgrade strategy since analog as well

as digital data can be transmitted across it.  In Florida,

fiber optic cabling between buildings is preferred because

of the weather.  Copper cabling running from outdoors

to indoors could conduct a harmful power surge in case

of a lightning strike.
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THE SOLUTION
SiteSecure chose GarrettCom Magnum hardened field

switches in a redundant, fault-tolerant ring topology.  The

re-engineered system is comprised of 6KQ hardened, man-

aged switches in environmental enclosures located around

the perimeter, and a 6K32T  mounted in a 19" rack at the

head-end Control Building(see diagram below). The

GarrettCom switches utilize SFP (small form pluggable)

Gigabit(1000Mb) fiber transceivers to connect into the trans-

port medium between each field switch and back to the

head end control building.  Camera poles utilize a combi-

nation of fixed and PTZ cameras connected to the network. 

The installation uses GarrettCom’s S-Ring technology to man-

age the self-healing ring topology so that little or no video

is lost with a component or fiber failure.  IGMP is used to

optimize bandwidth usage for the streaming video data.

With the video security network, all aspects of physical se-

curity are considered in selecting the various alarm devices.

For each alarm device, a variety of alarm response proce-

dures are provided.  Among the possible alarm responses,

the police can be called. In addition, viewing the video from

multiple sites in a coordinated fashion can provide addi-

tional useful information.  Post-event video reviews can pro-

vide valuable feedback. A visual record of events may assist

in re-constructing events with time-synchronization details,

and further improving alarm procedures.
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was critical that the security systems stay online after a cata-

strophic event.  The advantage of fiber optic cabling is that

it is possible to build a completely different network on ex-

isting cable, or if there is managed switch capability, it is

easy to simply plug in additional IP hardware, possibly with

the addition of VLANs to provide additional security.

In this installation, IP was used only for the security system

for data transmitted from the surveillance equipment to the

front gate.  For this project, the fiber optic ring is dedicated

to the security system.  However, enough spare fiber exists

to build two physically separate networks if required.  The

managed network can also be “divided” to support other

City systems such as the SCADA platform used to manage

the treatment operations or the City’s free Wi-Fi network.

One of the concerns with IP is that IP-based video surveillance

has a reputation for consuming bandwidth.  However, security

hardware is very sophisticated, and it is possible to control

bandwidth from the hardware by setting rules for bandwidth

restrictions.  In addition, newer IP switches are capable of

up to 1Gb bandwidth. So, with the utilization of IGMP for

multicast transmission management, bandwidth worries are

minimized.

A major benefit is that the plant has back-up for monitoring

security. On-site staff can monitor operations, and have back-

up from off-site staff whenever needed using system’s WAN

technology. This provides continuous security without un-

due personnel stress.

ABOUT MAGNUM PRODUCTS

Magnum 6K Managed Switches are highly configurable

switches, providing modular slots for user selection of

100Mb, 10Mb, or Gigabit Ethernet fiber or copper ports.

The Magnum 6KQ used in this application is an advanced

thermal design with a heavy-duty ribbed, aluminum case.

Power options for 6K Switches include AC, 24VDC,  -48VDC,

125VDC, and dual DC input for redundancy.  MNS-6K and

MNS-6K-SECURE software offer many security and fast-re-

covery redundancy features including RSTP-2004 and S-Ring.

S-Ring is unique in its capability to support un-managed and

managed products.
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THE RESULTS AND BENEFITS

The St. Cloud Water Treatment Plant Security Project was

designed as an analog video project with dedicated fiber

to the administration building from the perimeter of the

facility.  By using 6-strand multimode fiber and GarrettCom

Magnum hardened field switches in a redundant, fault-

tolerant ring topology instead, SiteSecure estimates that

the IP design saved the city roughly $50,000 – nearly enough

to pay for the upgrade to IP cameras, Gigabit network

switches and the network video management system.  The

project won a 200x AGC Horizon Award (Associated

General Contractors).

Although an IP-based system doesn’t always provide the

kind of cost savings seen in the St. Cloud installation, IP is

a standards-based, scalable, flexible solution that provides

a lot more versatility and reliability.

An additional advantage of the IP design is that it supports

integration with a city-wide fiber topology.  The use of

managed GarrettCom field switches will give the city the

freedom to deploy other devices such as their city-wide

free Wi-Fi network access points and other IP enabled

devices.

In this case, the water treatment plant was a “Greenfield”

project.  The city specified that the plant would exceed

the minimum security standards required by Federal regu-

lations and the American Waterworks Assn (AWWA).  It
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